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Best Coinbase Alternatives in 2021
Get the details about "Best Coinbase Alternatives and competitors in 2021" From 
BlockchainAppsDeveloper. Here are some similar crypto exchanges and better alternatives to 
Coinbase.

Binance
Binance is a cryptocurrency exchange that provides a platform for crypto trading more than 150 
cryptocurrencies. This is a significant coinbase alternative that has an API that mainly helps you 
to integrate your current cryptocurrency trading application.

Koinbazar - India's Leading Bitcoin & Cryptocurrency Exchange

KoinBazar is India’s safest cryptocurrency exchange platform. Buy, sell, and store your 
cryptocurrency assets in an authentic, reliable, and encrypted class of systems. If you are a 
beginner, without any trading experience, relax. The user-friendly intuitive trade panel with live 
market trends and a clear-cut order book help you trade like a pro with profitable decisions in 
the competitive crypto world.

A customer-centric cryptocurrency exchange platform to offer concordant capital opportunities 
in the futuristic decentralized crypto-economy to everyone at ease, with quality, high security, and 
equality.

Coinbase is a cryptocurrency exchange platform that can be utilized for purchasing cryptos, 
selling and transferring as well as a significant digital currency. It securely stores a wide range of 
digital and virtual currencies in offline storage.

However, this online cryptocurrency trading platform has some issues like as it provides limited 
payment methods, and it may track how its participants spend bitcoin (Top Cryptocurrency).

Features

Ultra-secure
Crystal-clear and user-friendly trading UI interface.
Cultivate integrity and transparency with our customers.
Prompt customer support.
Uncompromised security is the top priority.
Uphold customers’ trust.

Binance Exchange provides a wide range of tools for crypto trading online.
Binance Exchange provides 24/7 support services.
Binance is compatible with Web, iOS, Android, and PC clients.
Binance provides basic and advanced exchange interfaces for cryptocurrency trading.
Binance does 1.2 billion average daily crypto trading volume with more than 1,400,000 (TPS) 
transactions per second.
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Pionex
Pionex is one of the world's 1st cryptocurrency trading and exchange platform with 12 Free 
crypto trading bots. Crypto traders can automate their exchanging 24/7 support without always 
checking the crypto markets. It activates the liquidity from Binance Exchange and Huobi Global 
and the Binance brokers

Bitfinex
Bitfinex is a cryptocurrency trading platform that creates you to easily exchange EOS, 
Ethereum, Litecoin, and more cryptocurrencies. It creates you to access P2P funding market. 
This crypto trading website provides advanced chart tools to visualize your trade order 
with ease.
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Features

The cryptocurrency trading fee is 0.05% for maker and taker, lowest compared to major crypto 
exchanges.
Grid Trading Bot permits users to buy low & sell high in a specific cost range.
Leveraged Grid Bot offers up to 5x leverage.
Spot-Futures Arbitrage bot helps retail business investors to earn passive income with low risk. 
Smart Trade terminal permits traders to set up stop-loss, take huge profit, trailing in one 
crypto trade.
U.S. FinCEN's Money Services Business (MSB) License approved.

Features

You can integrate this crypto exchange with a wide range of platforms and more products.
Bitfinex can be accessed Both from Android & iOS mobile devices.
Bitfinex provides varieties of tool to create your cryptocurrency trading easy.
It majorly helps you to measure your crypto trading performance with comprehensive trans-
action reports.

Digital Exchange Platform Features

Electric Auto-matching Engine
High-Speed Transactions
INR Payment

Crypto Wallet Features

Secure your assets.
Buy and Sell 24x7.
Send and Receive Funds.

Security Features

Account Shield.
Bug Bounty
Penetration Tests
Two-step Verification.
SSL Encryption.
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CEX.IO
Cex.io is a crypto exchange platform that helps you to buy Bitcoins and sell Bitcoins. It permits 
you to deposit funds using MasterCard/Visa card/PayPal Debit MasterCard. This online crypto 
trading program follows frequency trading strategies to safe digital assets and information.

Features

Participants can trade USD for Bitcoins, Ethereum (open-source distributed computing 
platform), and XRP (Ripple).
CEX.iO protects against DDOS(Distributed Denial-of-Service) attacks using full data encryption.
You can trade with 10x leverage without creating a new trade account.
CEX.iO supports cryptocurrency exchange platforms like mobile devices and websites.
Cex.io gives service in more than 35 states of the USA.
This application offers downloadable reports showing real-time balance and transaction 
history.

Local Bitcoins
LocalBitcoins cryptocurrency exchange allows crypto users to post advertisements where they 
state exchange rates & payment methods for buying/selling bitcoins.

Features

Supports different payment methods
Local Bitcoins provides escrow protection to ensure the bitcoins and both traders are secure.
Bitcoin permits you to run online transactions in locations out of the traditional banking indus-
try's reach.
Securing your prosperity in bitcoins is secure from political issues.

Kraken
Kraken is a significant competitor of the Coinbase cryptocurrency exchange. It also offers 
financial stability by monitoring full reserves and the highest legal compliance standards.

Features

A highly comprehensive safety approach
Permits you to buy & sell cryptos in a single click
You can easily reach out to their support team via live chat.
Kraken automatically checks all addresses for issues.

Gemini
Gemini is a completely regulated crytpcurrency exchange. It helps you to legitimize digital 
currencies worldwide. The crypto exchange trades in the following cryptocurreciess: Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash, etc.

Features

It is a simple, elegant, and highly secure way to build bitcoin and cryptocurrency portfolio.
Discounts up to 0% for volume crypto traders.
Provide good security measures.
Regulation equates to trust for many startups and investors.
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Paxful
Paxful is the secured P2P exchange marketplace to buy & sell bitcoin with 300+ payment 
methods. This Paxful crypto exchange platform easy for newbies and veterans alike to make a 
high profit.

Features:

You can easily withdraw directly from your bank account.
Send funds to your bank account & Paypal account.
Trade-in your hundreds of cryptocurrencies
Sell & spend bitcoin with bank transfers.

Coinmama
Coinmama is a cryptocurrency exchange platform. Coinmama allows you to buy digital 
currencies with your credit card/debit card. This exchange tool offers instant delivery of your 
crypto coins. The tool provides multiple payment methods.

Features:

You can purchase the crypto coins in the limit offered by this application.
Coinmama provides fast verification of your trading account.
You can buy ripple, Ethereum, Bitcoin, and other cryptocurrencies.
Coinmama offers 24/7-hour support services

Huobi
Huobi Global is an online crypto-currency exchange platform. It is a perfect place to buy and sell 
cryptocurrency assets. It permits you to buy digital currencies with your credit card via their 
partner.

Features:

A strong fund held in dedicated multi-signature
cold wallets integration
It permits you to deposit/withdraw, and crypto trade 24/7 on our mobile applications for Android 
and iOS systems.

OKEx
OKEx is a cryptocurrency exchange. OKEx provides advanced financial services to crypto traders 
worldwide by using blockchain technology. OKEx cryptocurrency exchange tool provides 
hundreds of token to help cryptocurrency traders to optimize their business strategy.

Features:

OKEx offers a safe, reliable, and stable environment for cryptocurrencies trading through the 
web interface.
Increase the efficiency of transactions across the crypto society
The OKEx support team offers a fast resolution to your trading query.
OKEx provides different service providers so that you can trade cryptocurrencies instantly and at 
a low cost.
You can connect the conversations on worldwide OKEx communities.
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Liquid
Liquid - The liquid is a crypto-ecosystem. This liquid platform offers consumers and traders the 
security and technology to learn, increase their ideal financial future.

Features:

Liquid helps you to secure virtual funds in an offline, secure cyptocurrency wallet.
Liquid Offers fee structure is simple and competitive
Liquid Create your trading pairs and swap any cryptocurrency
Liquid Help you grow & secure a financial future

Wall Of Coins
Wall of Coins is a cryptocurrency exchange applcaition that directly joins crypto buyers and 
sellers. Wall Of Coins allows you to buy and receive cryptocoins within 15 minutes.

Features:

Your cryptocurrencies are stored in a discreet, secure facility with strict internal policies for 
safekeeping.
You have full control over your crypto coins.

Kriptomat
Kriptomat is a cryptocurrency exchange platform. You can purchase it instantly / exchange it 
and withdraw it to your particular bank account.

Features:

Permits you to pay using a credit card/ bank account
Send and receive cryptocurrency assets instantly
You can develop an instant buy using different payment methods.
Crypto trading account approval within minutes
Buy and exchange virtual currencies quickly.

Bitcoin IRA
Bitcoin IRA is a cryptocurrency exchange platform that creates you to buy/sell cryptocurrency 
with minimal effort. Bitcoin IRA provides you to get tax-free earnings on profits.

Bybit
Bybit is a Cryptocurrency wallet that creates you to exchange Bitcoin (Top Crypto) without any 
hassle. It permits you to buy virtual currencies through credit card, debit card, and bank transfer 
with just a single click.

Features:

You can store your digital assets online.
bitcoin IRA Provides secure trading through SSL.
You can buy and trade cryptocurrencies 24/7 in real time.
Creates you to track the live price and portfolio performance.
You can invest in Bitcoin, Gold, Ethereum, and more.
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Phemex
Phemex is a cryptocurrency exchange platform that creates you to seamlessly trade crypto 
currencies. This Phemex app allows you to purchase cryptocurrencies with a debit card, credit 
card, or other payment methods. It offers simple and fast monitoring of cryptocurrency 
portfolios.

Features:

Phemex Enables you to perform 300k transactions per second.
Phemex provides security with offline signature.
Phemex Provides 24X7 live multilingual support.
Phemex Supports Bitcoin Ethereum, Cardano, etc.
Phemex application is available for iOS and Android operating systems.

FTX
FTX is a cryptocurrency derivatives exchange that develops you to exchange cryptocurrencies 
with ease manner. This cryptocurrency exhcan platform is designed for trading firms, 
beginners, and intermediate traders. It allows you to sell, buy or sell your crypto at a 
predetermined price.

Features:

FTX Enables you to trade without KYC.
FTX application provides leverage up to 101 times.
FTX Offers a large number of trading functionality like Volatility contracts and Crypto Indexes.
You can trade on mobile and desktop apps.

Beaxy
Beaxy is a cryptocurrency exchange platform that creates you to exchange for cryprocurrencies. 
This Beaxy website holds tools like AI-generated trading signals and also TradingView charts for 
technical analysis. Beaxy allows you to purchase currency using a debit, credit card, or bank 
account.

Features:

Beaxy helps you to automate portfolio management.
It Offers 24/7 customer support services by email, chat, telephone, and video conference.
You can view order and trade history with ease manner.
You can add API into a crypto trading system that offers you a real-time market analysis.

Features:

It offers seamless user experience.
This Bybit app can be customized according to your desire.
Bybit enables you to place a limit on confirmation order.
Bybit Provides 24/7 live chat customer support services.
Bybit permits you to track your crypto trading records.
Supported both iOS and Android platforms
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Exodus
Exodus is an online crypto trading platform that helps you to secure, maintain, exchange your 
cryptos in a single app. It is one of the best crypto exchange applications like Coinbase permits 
you to exchange different types of assets to diversify your portfolio.

Features:

Advanced security for your cryptocurrency
Your digital asset stays securely offline on Trezor hardware.
This online crypto exchange platform permits you to send and receive & trade cryptocurrency 
with your desktop, mobile, and hardware wallets.

BitMEX
BitMEX is a P2P cryptocurrency-products trading platform. It is one of the best Coinbase 
competitors which provides a variety of contract types which you can bough and paid for all 
contracts.

Features:

BitMEX offers up to 100x leverage on Bitcoin and high leverage on Altcoin contracts.
It permits you to audits the balances and the history of all types of trading accounts.
This BitMEX tool better than Coinbase and benefits you to keep all funds in cold storage.
It mainly uses the most latest API for secure crypto transactions.

Uphold
Uphold permits you to exchange between cryptocurrencies, national currencies, metals, and 
more in one easy step. It will create you to withdraw funds to bank accounts in almost 40 
different countries.

Features:

Uphold offers the one-step crypto trading capability
It allows you to paid your employer in any crypto currency
Helps you to access the lowest forex rates available for retail customers
Send money to your friends & family across the globe.

Coinomi
Coinomi is a security-first, multi-chain wallet. You can use this crypto exchange in mobile & 
desktop that provides native support and offers more than 125 blockchains. It is one of the best 
Coinbase competitors that gives 168 fiat currency representations, which is readable in 25 
languages.

Features:

Enhance privacy
This alternative to Coinbase offers native support for bitcoin and most other altcoins and tokens.
Quickly convert Crypto into gift cards
Import and manage multiple wallets simultaneously
Look for a place to buy the most popular coins.
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Bitstamp
Bitstamp is a cloud-based app for cryptocurrency exchange. Bitstamp is one of the best 
websites like Coinbase that provides analytical tools for experienced or newbie cryptocurrency 
traders. This platform similar to Coinbase exchange helps you to buy cryptocurrency using 
numerous money deposit features, including credit cards.

Features:

It has no withdrawal limitations.
Bitstamp program allows you to join WebSocket communication protocol for 
real-time data streaming.
It keeps your digital assets in cold storage for safe and security.
You can withdraw funds directly from your particular bank account.
It encrypts all personal information.
Bitstamp gives high support via email or phone.

Bitpanda
The Bitpanda is a cryptocurrency exchange platform that develops it easy to buy, sell, swap, 
send and store, gold, Bitcoin, Ethereumand over 20 other cryptocurrencies on your 
phone/desktop. It is one of the best alternatives to Coinbase which benefits you to buy 
cryptocurrency assets in minutes, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Features:

It offers new traders with the easiest and fastest access to the  globe of virtual assets
Bitpanda Offers multiple payment options
You can send and receive cryptocurrencies to or from other Bitpanda crypto traders

AirTM
AirTM is one of the Coinbase alternatives. It uses the real exchange rate. To use this AirTM tool, 
you don't require any minimum balances / monthly fees.

Features:

AirTM Sends and receives money anywhere, faster than a bank transfer.
It permits you to save in dollars without losing value from unstable cryptocurrencies
Send money across the borders at real exchange rates without any unwanted restrictions.
AirTM Add funds using your local cryptocurrency.

Cryptonator
Cryptonator is an all-in-one online cryptocurrency exchange as well as bitcoin wallet. Best 
companies like coinbase exchange that supports multiple cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin (BTC), 
Litecoin (LTC), Ethereum (ETH), and others. The cryptonator tool provides direct transactions and 
instant exchanges between various cryptocurrencies.

Features:
It helps you to developed different cryptocurrencies in one personal account.
It offers bank-grade security & next-gen account protection.
The exchange platform uses a combination of SSL (HTTPS) encryption.
This coinbase alternative US provides 2-factor authentication, login passwords, and email notifi-
cations.
Cryptonator offers users the current market values of the various cryptocurrencies in real-time.
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Bit It
Bit-it is an online cryptocurrency exchange platform. This Bit it platform helps you to buy & sell 
Bitcoin, Ethereum, and different digital currencies. You can run this particular transaction using 
your local cryptocurrency & preferred payment method.

Cryptocurrency Exchange Software Development Company 
- BlockchainAppsDeveloper
BlockchainappsDeveloper is a Cryptocurrency Exchange Software Development & Blockchain 
Application Development Company. The main goal of the firm is to control and reduce the issues 
in bitcoin and cryptocurrency trading and to encourage new crypto exchange startups by offering 
a well-developed cryptocurrency exchange script or cryptocurrency exchange software. Being a 
leading cryptocurrency exchange software solution provider, BlockchainAppsDeveloper has 
covered around 50+ countries around the globe and has collected more than 250+ happy and 
valuable clients within few years of the journey.

The team has well-experienced crypto exchange developers who can quickly analyze the desired 
business requirements and are able to bring the best result within a short span of time. Block-
chainappsdeveloper always looks forward to the next innovation of the crypto industry and 
updates itself with the latest trends and technologies.

We, BlockchainAppsDeveloper - Leading Cryptocurrency Exchange Script Development Compa-
ny offers clones of popular Cryptocurrency Exchange Scripts such as

Binance Clone Script
LocalBitcoin Clone Script
Paxful Clone Script
Remitano Clone Script
Wazirx Clone Script

Kucoin Clone Script
Bithumb Clone Script
Bitstamp Clone Script
Poloniex Clone Script
Coinbase Clone Script

Features:

It is the easiest and safest crypto exchange platform for buying & selling crypto-currencies.
Crypto is securely and instantly delivered directly to your crypto wallet.
This coinbase alternative UK permits you to access different digital assets.


